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Abstract
This article outlines what it means to see taste as a social sense, that means as an activity related to socio-cultural
context, rather than as an individual matter of internal reflection. Though culture in the science of taste is recognized
as an influential parameter, it is often mentioned as the black box, leaving it open to determine exactly how culture
impacts taste, and vice versa, and often representing the taster as a passive recipient of multiple factors related to
the local cuisine and culinary traditions. By moving the attention from taste as a physiological stimulus–response of
individuals to tasting as a shared cultural activity, it is possible to recognize the taster as a reflexive actor that
communicates, performs, manipulates, senses, changes and embodies taste—rather than passively perceives a certain
experience of food. The paper unfolds this anthropological approach to taste and outlines some of its methodological
implications: to map different strategies of sharing the experience of eating, and to pay attention to the context of these
tasting practices. It is proposed that different taste activities can be analysed through the same theoretical lens, namely
as sharing practices that generates and maintains a cultural understanding of the meaning of taste.
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Taste as a social sense
We eat together. Although there is a constant worry that
the sociality of the meal is disappearing, this is rather a
myth than reality [1]. Commensality is still highly valued
across cultures, even though this value is distributed
differently [2]. But stating that eating is a social activity
does not in itself explain how taste becomes social or
culture becomes taste. As it is not the actual substance
of the food that you are sharing, it is still individual what
you put into your mouth, what you chew, ingest and
perceive. This could lead to the argument that to analyse
taste as a cultural phenomenon means, primary, to explore
how individuals interpret symbolic meanings of food, e.g.
the aesthetic judgement of quality in the Kantian way [3],
or how the eater interpret food taboos, definitions and cultural schemes of food rules related to different cultures
[4]. But there is still a missing link in explaining how this
symbolism becomes a habit or a certain taste preference.
The French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu has an influential
contribution to this with his concept of lifestyle [5] stressing the need to focus not only on ideas and discursive
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models but also on practice. He explains taste preferences
(both the aesthetic judgements and the food choice/other
types of consumption) as linked to the distribution of
cultural, social and economic capital, and the learning of
these preferences as a consequence of social practice [6].
This practice generates a habitus, he argues, that guides
our choices more or less unconscious. But it leaves us with
a rather passive actor [7] and do not enable us to study
how one can change taste preferences [8]. Nevertheless it
encourages us to see taste as a social sense, as a shared
judgement, learned by actively doing taste rather that
passively inheriting it from ‘culture’ [9].

Sharing taste
In order to move the attention from the privacy of the
mouth and the subjective, internal reflections to the
public space of sharing the experience of eating, it is
necessary to develop methodological approaches and
models of analyses that can shed light on the social
processes of tasting. Many food anthropologists and
sociologists are engaged in this kind of analyses focusing
on food practices in relation to cultural context e.g.
[10,11]. But it is seldom with an explicit focus on processes of tasting. Tasting is part of eating and drinking,
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but not similar hereto. With a focus on tasting rather
than on eating, we stress the use of the senses and the
judgement of food quality as one dimension of eating.
What can be gained from seeing tasting as a practice is
a way to understand how ideas of food quality and preferences for certain food stuffs are brought into the
social and thereby being object for others and possible
to share. I propose, thus, that outlining this field of
research would include a mapping of sharing practices,
seeing taste not only as something that goes into your
body but also the opposite way [8].
From this analytical approach follows that different
sharing practices could be studied under the same theoretical umbrella. Such different activities could be: using
bodily techniques as e.g. eating with your fingers [12];
intentionally manipulating taste through cooking [13];
talking about taste [14]—from the everyday dialogues in
the family to the professional chef ’s talks on TV [15]; to
the writing of food blogs and cook books [16]; using
digital media as e.g. sharing food photos at Instagram;
arranging food festivals and wine tasting [17]; providing
taste education in schools [18] etc. I propose that such
different activities can be seen as part of the same social
activity: the activity of making taste public [11,19].
Understanding how taste is externalised through culture
will make it possible to also analyse how cultural taste
preferences are internalised [20]. I am thus pointing to a
research field of taste that focuses on the mediated space
between food and eater, and an overall research question
that asks how this space is constantly created and recreated through cultural mediation [21].

The cultural activity of tasting
I have in this short Opinion outlined what it could mean
to see taste as a social sense and stressed that it includes
an analysis of tasting as a cultural activity, rather than
having an isolated focus on what a product is doing to
your taste buds [7]. This is also a shift from taste to tasting. But tasting is not just tasting; tasting means different
things in different contexts: The taste of mussels is not
the same for a restaurant guest at a gourmet restaurant as
for a fisherman in a poor part of the country side [22].
The taste of mussels will be shared in very different ways
in these two situations. Mapping strategies of sharing
would, thus, not be more than a long list of different types
of practices if not the context is taken into account. What
a certain taste sharing practice means is related to the
situational as well as to the geographical, political and
historical context. In order to interpret why people share
certain tastes and not others, why they talk about taste in
this way and not another etc. one needs to pay attention
to the situations and conditions the activity of tasting take
place within. This view of senses as cultural is well
described, e.g. [23] what is lesser acknowledged is that the
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cultural activity of tasting has this double function: being
both influenced by and influencing the social.
This active use of the sense of taste is difficult to grasp
perhaps because the concept of taste itself does not give
us many chances to distinguish between different taste
situations. It is remarkable how, e.g. the sense of vision
has many related words that position the actor in relation
to context and activity: you can watch, stare, scan, observe,
see, notice, gaze; all these notions express how individuals
are using different techniques of seeing [24] in different
situations. With these concepts, one can imagine how a
person puts his or her sense of vision into play in a social
situation—a staring person uses this sense in another way
than a person observing or gazing. With the concept of
taste we do not—at the moment—have the same different
possibilities to conceptualise the act of tasting in relation
to context.
One of the ways forward to gain knowledge about how
taste and culture influence each other is to explore how
the taster is doing the act of tasting in different social
situations. This will be a matter of empirical analyses
studying the activities and social strategies of sharing
taste: from the preparation of tastes to the moment
where a taste meets a body—mediated or material—to
the study of the contexts this meeting takes place within,
and the analysis of which practices of taste sharing are
generated under certain circumstances. Taste then becomes an experience that not only goes into the mind of
the subject but also contributes to the common creation
of knowledge.
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